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Seat No:_______________             Enrollment No:_______________ 

PARUL UNIVERSITY 
FACULTY OF ARTS 

 M.A. Winter 2018 – 19 Examination 
Semester:2              Date:17/12/2018 
Subject Code: 15202151             Time:10:30am to 01:00pm 
Subject Name: Approaches and Methods in Language Teaching                   Total Marks: 60 
Instructions:   
1. All questions are compulsory. 
2. Figures to the right indicate full marks.  
3. Make suitable assumptions wherever necessary. 
4. Start new question on new page. 
 

Q.1 Do as directed. (08) 
A. Multiple choice type questions. (Each of 0.5 mark)  
 Objective type questions 

Q.1 Do As Directed: 
 
 Q:
 

True or False: 

1. Immersion Education has also had a strong influence on the content-based Instruction. 
2. The student is the authority in the class in grammar translation method.  
3. Grammar translation method at one time was called the ancient method. 
4. ‘Reading loud’ is one of the techniques of direct method.  
5. The direct method receives its name from the fact that meaning is to be conveyed directly in 

the native language.  
6. ‘Translation is allowed’ is one of the basic rules of direct method.  
7. ‘Students should be conscious of the grammatical rules of the target language’ is one of the 

principles of Grammar Translation Method.  
8. ‘The ability to communicate in the target language is not a goal of foreign language 

instruction’, is one of the principles of audio language method.  
9.  ‘Grammar should be taught inductively’ is one of the principles of direct method.  
10. The audio lingual method is known as ‘Michigan Method’.  
11.  ‘Dictation’ is one of the techniques of indirect method.  
12. The teacher is the director of all students’ behavior in TPR.  
13. Lexical approach was developed by Michael Lewis.  
14. James Asher is related with total physical response.  
15. Chomsky is the father of contemporary studies in morphology.  
16. CBLT is an application of principles of contemporary based education to language teaching. 

 

B. Terms/ Short notes/ Case study/ Charts/ Graphs/ Tables, etc. (Each of 01 mark) (07) 
 1. Write down two examples of minimal pairs.  
 2. Which methods fit with comprehension method?  
 3. What language skills are emphasized in direct method?  
 4. What helps the students to develop correct habits in audio lingual method?  
 5. What is the use of repetition drill in GTM?  
 6. Write down any three techniques of direct method.  
 7. What is the role of students in audio lingual method?  

Q.2 Answer the following.  
A. Write down the techniques of grammar translation method. (04) 
B. Write down the principles of direct method in details. (04) 
C. Explain briefly the techniques of Total Physical Response. (04) 

 OR  
C. Write down principles of audio lingual method in details. (04) 

Q.3 Answer the following.  
A. Content –based Instruction. (05) 
B. Competency-based Language Teaching. (05) 
C. The Lexical Approach. (05) 

 OR  
C. Task-based Language Teaching. (05) 
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Q.4 Answer the following.  
A. How will you use the techniques of grammar translation method in your class for teaching a 

language? Prepare a task using any one technique. 
(06) 

B. How will use Communicative Language Teaching method in your classroom for teaching your 
students? Justify your answer with an example. 

(06) 

C. How will use Total Physical Response method in your classroom for teaching your students? 
Justify your answer with an example. 

(06) 

 OR  
C. How will you apply principles of audio lingual method for teaching your students in the classroom? 

Support your answer with an example. 
(06) 

 


